How to Make a Candy Lei

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Select the candy that you would like for the lei.

2. Cut strips of curly ribbon into six-inch strips.

3. Lay out the strip of cellophane (three feet long and one foot wide) on a table or the floor.

4. Lay candy an inch in from the cellophane and space it out approximately one-half inch apart.

5. Once the candy is laid across the cellophane, carefully roll the cellophane so that it is snug and makes a long tube with candy in middle.

6. Tie ribbon at the start of the lei.

7. Continue to tie curly ribbon after each piece of candy; to finish the lei off, gather the end of the lei and tie curly ribbon snuggly around both ends.

8. Then curl each ribbon by taking the scissors and pulling it tightly against the ribbon ends.